Abstract
Prologue: the Magic Spell is Overdue
In the words of Charles Kindleberger (1981) Berlin and the Urals. However, with no existential threat at sight, new normative investments were postponed for a distant age, during the "unipolar moment" depicted by Krauthammer (1991) and Wolfforth (1999) . Dictatorships in Iraq and North Korea could be "funneled" through already available channels. Buck-passing begun early on, with In a sluggish global economy, emerging powers no longer pulled in the bets. As old cards remained underwhelming, the US recovery seemed short-lived -unless it could prevail in zero-sum games.
In retrospect, the rise of Trumpism seems less improbable, almost anticlimactic.
Introduction: America Great Again?
In July 23 2018, President Donald Trump hosted a "Made in America" day in the gardens of White House (BREUNINGER, 2018) . Days after, statistics revealed that US' GDP grew 4.1% during the last 3 months (CHANDRA, 2018) . Gathered in Johannesburg, the emerging countries of BRICS condemned "protectionism" (Xinhua, 2018) . After all the Helsinki turbulences, Trump ended the week riding an unsuspected triumph, avoiding an agricultural clash with the European Union (BBC, 2018).
As the Shanghai Stock Exchange plummeted following another round of retaliations, his "Make America Great Again" motto seemed vindicated.
However, there is more to this picture than meets the eye.
During the previous week, Trump was an easy target due to his promised aid package to farmers. It also means more international partners will be affected by the decisions in Beijing. With more interdependence, there goes more vulnerabilities. China remains a key player in a number of regimes, which makes more unlikely that they will change soon.
First among unequals, the sole emerging economy able to challenge the US is now in a surprising position -it has become a beacon of the status quo.
China's 21 st century "peaceful rise" was defined by
Wang (2005) And the country with, let us say, rising imports as it struggles to keep markets open, an overvalued exchange rate as it accepts the devaluations of others, an undue share of the burdens of NATO or of foreign aid, begins to concern itself with the free rides of others and talk of more equitable burden-sharing (KIN-DLEBERGER 1981, p. 250).
Those alleged savings at external fronts are repatriated as investments for making "America great again". This provides another swansong for multilateralism, as defined by Ruggie (1992) .
Diffuse reciprocity seem all at odds with the selec- 
Paradoxes of Globalization
In the last 12 months the US become em- 
